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 by Elvert Barnes   

Comfort One Shoes 

"A World Of Style"

Welcome not only to a world of comfort, but to a world of style. Comfort

One Shoes offer shoppers comfort and durability in their footwear. You'll

discover shoes for every occasion, from low-heeled sandals and regular

sneakers to dressy high heels. With special offers on a regular basis,

customers can make the most of discounts on comfortable designer

footwear.

 +1 202 328 3141  comfortoneshoes.com/pages/locati

ons

 1630 Connecticut Avenue Northwest,

Washington DC

 by Elvert Barnes   

Hu's Shoes 

"Shoes From Around the World"

This shop for shoes, located in Georgetown, offers shoes in all shapes and

sizes. A large number of brands are available here, featuring a variety of

designs, colors and materials. Brands include Alexandra Neel footwear,

the Jane Brown range from Britain, the Laurence Dacade collection from

France and Rada from Italy.

 +1 202 342 0202  husonline.com/  3005 M Street Northwest, Washington

DC

Sassanova 

"Sassy Boutique"

This trendy boutique sells the best in fashion, from shoes to accessories to

clothing. Sassanova's impressive shoe collection has a pair for any season

or style. Whether you want comfortable but cute saddles for the beach or

sophisticated heels for the office, you'll find exactly what you're looking

for. In addition to their curated shoe selection, you'll discover amazing

clothing and accessories.

 +1 301 654 7403  www.sassanova.com/page

s/bethesda

 info@sassanova.com  7134 Bethesda Lane,

Bethesda MD

 by Simon   

Pacers Running 

"Specialty Running Shoes"

Pacers opened in Alexandria in 1991 to cover the fitness needs of running

and walking enthusiasts. With stores across the Washington DC area, this

family-owned flagship is located among historic rowhouses in Old Town

and is the perfect spot to find the perfect pair of shoes. Pacers personal

service is top-notch while their retail selection of running fitness apparel

and accessories is unrivaled. Their specialty shoes cater to runners of all

levels and are a popular choice among professionals. Take a test run on

the treadmill to determine your best fit or get a pair exclusively

customized.

 +1 703 836 1463  runpacers.com/stores/alex

andria/

 support@runpacers.com  1301 King Street, Alexandria

DC
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 by moerschy   

The Shoe Hive 

"Shoe Heaven"

With the likes of Tory Burch and Michael Kors gracing The Shoe Hive's

shelves, shoe lovers are sure to find their very own heaven when they

stop by this cute boutique. Located in the picturesque Old Town of

Alexandria, The Shoe Hive offers a variety of designer shoes and

accessories that will quicken the heartbeat of any serious shopper. Go

ahead - browse the ballet flats, prowl through the pumps, and swoon over

the slippers.

 +1 703 548 7105  store.theshoehive.com/  127 South Fairfax Street, Alexandria VA
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